
FISHING GUIDE 

HOFSÁ 
Hofsá in Vopnafjörður has its main source on a moorland south of Fossdalur. It is fed by other waters draining 
the area, like Saenautavatn, along with many smaller streams and brooks. The biggest tributary is Sunnudalsá, 
which runs into the main river in the lower reaches. Hofsá runs into the sea close to the village of Vopnafjörður, 
and salmon can run for more than 30km upstream as far as the impassable waterfall by the farm called Foss.  
Hofsá is renowned for being one of the very best salmon rivers in Iceland, and those who get to fish there 
usually remain loyal to the river. The catchment area is about 1,100km² and there are around 80 named pools on 
the river. Hofsá fishes seven rods per day and in recent years the summer's catch has been just over 1,100 
salmon and grilse, with 72% of the fish released. The record catch of 2,238 was made in 1992. The luxurious 
lodge, Árhvammur, was refurbished for the 2012 season and provides guests with a full-service accommodation.  
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Introduction: 
This fishing guide is based on the analysis of information from the Hofsá catch records from 2011 to 2013. From this we 
try to present a picture of the most productive pools during that period. The drawings are not to scale, or necessarily in 
proportion, and are intended only to illustrate landmarks and the main fish-holding areas. Fishing statistics are compiled 
from the Hofsá catch records and from the Institute of Freshwater Fisheries of Iceland. We also sought the opinion and 
advice of experienced anglers and guides who have fished Hofsá for many years, and consulted Gylfi Pálson’s 
descriptions.  An attempt was made to identify likely locations of the salmon and the best way to present a fly to fish in 
these lies. It is impossible to take into account things like changes to the river bed that lead to once productive pools 
becoming poor, and vice versa. Water levels change by the day, week and throughout the season so fish will move 
from area to area to suit their needs and may not always be found in the places we describe here. Then the angler´s 
only aid is his cunning and common sense! 

      Árni Geir Pálsson 

Catch and release: 
 
In 2013 around 72% of caught salmon 
were released back into the river. It was 
an increase from prior years but in 2011 
the release ratio was around 64%. 

Average catch pr. day  (2011-2013):  
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Late June            Early July             Late July           Early August        Late August    Early September   



1.1 Efri Fosshylur / Foss 1 

The uppermost fishing pool in Hofsá is Foss 1. It's best to fish the uppermost area from the 
south bank by wading across the stream from the car park below Long Merlin. Then you walk 
directly up to the waterfall. You go down into the canyon below the Foss pools and you have 
to be careful not to spook the salmon that often lie in the channel alongside the bank. 
Sometimes real heavyweights, both salmon and sea-trout, can be seen at the head of the 
pool, but they hide in the white water beneath the waterfall. It is extremely difficult to get 
these fish to take. In a great flood in the winter of 2013 the pool changed dramatically when it 
filled with gravel. The best chance is to present one's fly to the fish lying in front of, and along 
the side of the gravel bank. 
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Average fishing pr. fishingday 
Average catch pr. year: 34 



1.2 Neðri Fosshylur / Foss 2 

Foss 2 is one of the most generous pools on the river and in many a year the biggest fish of 
the season has been caught there. The pool, which is in two parts, is fished from the south 
bank. The upper part needs a delicate approach and anglers must keep well back from the 
water so as not to spook the salmon lying below in the white water. Lower down there are 
two small dark caves in the north bank. Many anglers fish the lower part by casting close to 
the caves and letting the fly drift towards the salmon lying on that side of the pool. You 
should fish the pool all the way down as salmon can lie in between and by the rocks at the 
tail of the pool.  

The pool is renowned for big 
fish, and in August 2010 and 

2011 fish of 100 cm were caught 
there. 
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Average fishing pr. fishingday 

Average catch pr. year: 64 



1.3 Hagabrekkuhylur / Great Expectations 

The pool Great Expectations, is fished from the south bank, where a deep channel runs 
through the middle of the pool. This is yet another of Hofsá's big fish spots. Great 
Expectations is one of the pools that salmon run to in the beginning of the season and it 
fishes well and steadily all summer long. Salmon tend to lie above and below big rocks on 
the bottom. As the water can be very clear in good weather anglers would be wise to cast 
long casts down the pool to avoid spooking the salmon. Surface flies such as hitch tubes, 
micro-hitch and small flies can give good results when fishing in Great Expectations.  
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In mid-August 2013 a 106cm 
cock fish was caught in Great 

Expectations, taken on a 
hitched  Kolskeggur micro-tube. 

Average fishing pr. fishingday 

Average catch pr. year: 20 



1.5 Bláhylur / Furrows 

This pool is somewhat difficult and often holds very big salmon. Furrows can be fished from 
both banks, but if fishing from the north side you wade the river on the tail below the pool 
Lhasa, if the water is low. The drawback of fishing from the north bank is that there‘s great 
danger of spooking the fish because you stand so close to the pool when casting. As the 
Icelandic name of the pool suggests the water has a limpid blue colour in calm weather with 
clear skies and the pool is almost unfishable unless there‘s a ripple on the surface. The 
main lies are by big rocks on the bottom down the pool. Because of how clear the pool is it 
can be an indescribable feeling to see big fish shoot to the surface and snatch the fly. 

In the beginning of August 2010 
a 100 cm cock fish was caught 

in Furrows. 
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Average fishing pr. fishingday 
Average catch pr. year: 23 



1.7 Skorarhylur / Sheephouses 

The next recognized pool is Sheephouses, which is fished from the north bank. There's 
more to it than meets the eye so it's advisable to be unhurried there. The river flows from 
rapids and into the pool then splits into two streams at a stone slab in the middle of the 
river. Take care to start fishing in the upper part, especially when the salmon are running 
because they rest here before forging up the rapids. Below the slab there's a wide flat 
scattered with many rocks that form good lies. Salmon can lie all the way down the flat, 
especially if the water level is high. Long casts may be needed to cover the whole flat. In 
late summer you can always expect salmon in Sheephouses.  
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Silver Sheep 

Average fishing pr. fishingday 

Average catch pr. year: 28 



1.8 Langahvammshylur / Cambus 

 

Cambus is a beautiful pool but difficult to fish. There are three main taking spots there. 
The first one is in the upper part where there is a strong current running along the south 
bank; the next is a mirror lying a bit further below; and the third area is where Hofsá 
spreads out and runs among big rocks that provide many good lies. To fish there you often 
have to wade deep and cast close to the south bank to get the best drift for the fly. When 
the water level is high salmon are often found well down on this flat. 
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Green Butt 

Average fishing pr. fishingday 
Average catch pr. year: 21 



2.2 Sniðahylur / Troglodyte 

Troglodyte is a good fishing spot where the salmon tarry for a while before taking the 
rapids above. It is an excellent pool for the fly and fished from the south bank. The main 
channel is along the north bank. Begin fishing where the brook runs in on the north bank. 
Stand above the big rock and make long casts across and down the flat. In the upper part 
of the pool salmon lie along the edge of the low flat cliff on the north bank. Farther down 
salmon lie in a channel where there's a pretty strong current. If the fly is stripped fast 
upstream it can be quite a spectacle when a fish makes a splashy chase after the fly.  

In June 2011, the start of the 
season, a fresh-run salmon of 

100cm was landed in 
Troglodyte.  
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Average fishing pr. fishingday 

Average catch pr. year: 21 



2.3 Tunguselshylur / Tungusel 

Next we come to Tungusel, which is fished from the north bank. The pool was the favorite of 
HRH Prince Charles, when he fished the river in the mid-seventies. It is exquisitely beautiful, 
long and calm and easy to cover, but it is not always very generous. The uppermost taking 
place is out by a large rock in the middle of the river where salmon lie sheltered from the 
current that races along the north bank. It is important to make long casts here and get the 
fly close to the north bank. Anglers should remember to fish right down to the tail. Troglodyte 
and Tungusel are both fished from the south bank by wading across below the tail of 
Tungusel.  
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Average fishing pr. fishingday 

Average catch pr. year: 20 



2.5 Beitarhúshylur / Birches 
 

Below the mountain Einarsstaðafjall the river turns east as it flows out of Hofsárdalur to 
Birches. This pool is fished down along the crags and right down to the tail. Salmon can lie 
in the stream under the crags and then it‘s necessary to cast the fly close to the south 
bank. In the lower part the current is slower and where salmon lie next to the big rocks on 
the bottom. You have to fish right down to the tail of the pool because salmon often lie 
unbelievably close to the tail.  

On 20 July 2012, a 101cm 
salmon was caught in Birches 
and was one of the two biggest 

fish that season.  
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Average fishing pr. fishingday 

Average catch pr. year: 14 



2.8 Kúttneshylur / Fence 
 

In English this pool is called Fence and is named after a fence south of the river. The main 
taking place is out by the fence where the high bank ends. Here, you have to cast over to 
the south bank then mend the line to slow the drift of the fly. Often there can be a 
considerable number of salmon in the pool, so anglers should exercise patience and try a 
variety of flies and tactics to entice them. 
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Average fishing pr. fishingday 

Average catch pr. year: 25 



3.1 Grundarhornshylur / Junction 
 

Junction is fished from the north bank and you should start fishing in the upper part 
because salmon lie right at the head of the pool. There, anglers have to take care not to 
wade too close to where the salmon are lying. The main taking places are around two big 
rocks in the middle of the river. This pool improves in the latter part of the season, so in 
autumn it is especially important to fish well down into the flat because salmon often 
congregate there as spawning time approaches. 
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Sun Ray Shadow 

Average fishing pr. fishingday 

Average catch pr. year: 17 



3.6 Laxi / Telegraph 
 

Just below the farm Einarsstaðir is the Telegraph pool, where large salmon often gather. A 
few years ago a croy was built below this spot to slow the current and raise the water 
level. In the upper part there's a slow stream which then widens to form a calm pool. 
Salmon lie around a few big rocks in the pool. This is a great fly pool and should be 
covered from both banks. Many experienced anglers think it's best to begin on the south 
bank before crossing to fish from the opposite bank. Anglers should take care not to have 
the sun in their back to avoid casting their shadow over the pool.  

In the end of July and the 
beginning of August 2011 two 
giant salmon were caught in 

Telegraph. One measured 100cm 
and the other was 103cm, the 

second biggest fish of the year 
from the river. ©
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Average fishing pr. fishingday 
Average catch pr. year: 37 



3.9 Rauðalækjarhylur / Thuridarhylur 
 

Thuridarhylur is the nethermost pool on Beat 3 and is split into three parts. At the top is a 
stream which divides into two with the stronger flow running along the south bank. This 
stream holds some big rocks around which salmon lie. The calm flats that lie below are in 
many people's minds the epitome of Hofsá fishing and is the main reason for the pool's 
popularity. This is a big pool and fish lie throughout, so it's important to fish the all the way 
down to a croy, which also holds fish. 

In late August 2011, a 102cm 
salmon was caught in 

Thuridarhylur. 
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Average fishing pr. fishingday 

Average catch pr. year: 49 



4.3 Neðri-Kílshylur / Phalarope 
 

Just above the farm Burstafell is the pool called Phalarope. The pool is not one of the 
most generous spots on the Hofsá but still anglers have often had success there during 
the salmon run. The spot is situated on a big bend and salmon hold around the big rocks 
that litter the pool. Anglers should not pass by without fishing for experience has proved 
adventures can happen here. On the 12 September 2011, Phalarope gave up a male 
salmon of 100cm that was landed after a long and heroic battle. The pool can be fished 
from both banks and it is best to wade at the tail of the pool.  
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Frances 

Average fishing pr. fishingday 
Average catch pr. year: 8 



4.5 Sigurðarstrengur / Obvious Place 
Obvious Place is one of the celebrated spots on the Hofsá. It is a deep gravel pool with a 
steady current. In a great flood in the winter of 2013 the pool was transformed when it 
filled with gravel. Usually salmon can be met throughout the pool, but the lies change 
according to  the water level. If you watch from the bank for a while you can often see 
where salmon are lying, and this enables you to fish with precision and with minimum 
disturbance to the pool. The first lie is up in the stream where there's a hole in the river 
bed that extends up onto the bank. The guides enjoy pointing out that this scar is 
reminiscent of a scratch made by a gigantic polar bear. 

Obvious Place is one of the 
main big-fish spots on the river 

and every year one or more 
100cm salmon are caught there.  
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Average fishing pr. fishingday 
Average catch pr. year: 35 



4.7 Nethylur / Netpool 

Anglers should never be in a rush when fishing Net Pool because it is often very generous. 
The river flows into the pool on a bend and hits a cliff on the north bank. The upper part is 
very deep with eddies in some places, but big fish often lie deep below them. The river 
then flows in a strong current along the south bank before spreading out into a big, long 
calm flat. This beautiful spot is fished down to a small tree on the south bank. In the middle 
of the pool there's a low, flat rock on the north bank. In front of the cliff big fish often lie, but 
to get to them  you have to cast close to the cliff. In the autumn fish down into the tail of 
the flat because this is a good spawning area for the salmon, so holds fish. 
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Snaelda Black 

Average fishing pr. fishingday 

Average catch pr. year: 38 



4.8 Ofurstahylur / Colonel’s Pool 
 

In Colonel’s Pool the water divides around a gravel bank in the river. The channel along 
the north bank, which is rather shallow, has some big rocks in its upper part. The flow is 
slow and fish can lie in very shallow water there,  so it is advisable to approach the spot 
with stealth, even on hands and knees for the last few meters. The best taking places are 
by the second lowest rock on the flats, and by a brown rock below that. Hitch tubes and 
other flies that fish in or just under the surface are very successful. When a fish takes  
here you often get a good view of the action in the shallow water. 
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Hitch Tube 

Average fishing pr. fishingday 

Average catch pr. year: 13 



5.4 Arnarhólshylur / The Mound 
 

The Mound sits directly below the fishing lodge, Árhvammur. Just upstream of this pool is 
where the Teigará tributary flows into Hofsá. Some time ago the river ran with a strong 
current along a big gravel mound which gave the pool its name, and then fell into a deep 
pot. In the great winter floods of 2013 the pool changed dramatically and now Hofsá flows 
in a straight stream along the mound. Its current is strong and can cause difficulties. You 
have to wade a little over a bed of slippery rocks to reach the stream. There are always a 
lot of fish in The Mound, especially in the late summer. 

Snaelda German ©
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Average fishing pr. fishingday 

Average catch pr. year: 27 



5.5 Steinninn / New Pool 
 

Next we come to New Pool. This is not the spot that produces the most fish on the Hofsá 
but historically it's a renowned for producing big salmon and comes into its own later in the 
season. It is a long stream with big rocks furnishing the upper part. The salmon lie around 
the rocks and down on the flat. Anglers are not advised to wade, but to stand on the bank 
and make long casts across the stream. It can be good to mend the line to slow the fly 
across the stream. 
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Average fishing pr. fishingday 

Average catch pr. year: 7 



5.8 Brúarhylur / Bridge Pool 
 

Bridge Pool can fish well, if you are careful! You should take care not to scan this delicate 
pool from the bridge. You can fish the pool from both banks, and if time allows you should. 
In recent years it has been one of the most generous spots on the Hofsá, and in 2012 
broke the record by yielding 94 salmon. In the great winter floods of 2013 Bridge Pool was 
filled with gravel and is now much shallower than it was before. It will be exciting to see if 
the pool returns to its best in the coming years. Many anglers start fishing above the 
bridge and then move down below it and fish down the whole flat.  

Snælda - Þýsk ©
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BRÚ 

Average fishing pr. fishingday 
Average catch pr. year: 55 



Krafla 

5.9 Þvottalækjarhylur / Mistery 
 

Mystery is fished from the south  bank, and it is best to fish through quickly when 
searching for salmon. In the past few years the pool has fished well during the time when 
fish are running in June and July. You wade out beyond the rocks on the south bank, 
taking care on the rocky, slippery bottom. Many an angler has taken a swim in Mystery 
after losing his footing! 
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Average fishing pr. fishingday 

Average catch pr. year: 11 



5.11 Nesbreiða / Green Pool 
 

Green Pool is one of the demanding calm stretches of Hofsá. This pool can be fished from 
either bank. You fish from a rather high grassy knoll when on the south bank. Salmon will 
often lie at the very top of this pool. Therefore it's best to start casting from well up in the 
throat. The middle of the pool has a rather slow flow, with big rocks on the bottom causing 
swirls and mirrors. The tail is a very long flat with many taking places. You fish the whole 
pool down into the flat. Anglers are strongly advised to fish all the way down the into the 
tail as salmon can lie in the very lowest reaches.  
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Average fishing pr. fishingday 

Average catch pr. year: 18 



6.1 Rangárstrengur / Ranga 
 

In Ranga the water is rather fast flowing and you fish it from the neck and down on into the 
flats. In the upper part there are rocks on the bottom where salmon often lie. Ranga can be 
fished from either bank. When fishing from the the south side stand on the gravel bank; from 
the north side keep to the bank to cover the pool. Fish can lie close in, so let the fly come 
right around into your bank before casting again. On the north side of the river there are 
pots where salmon tend to lie. Late in the season salmon can be found a long way down the 
flat where they patiently wait for autumn and romance! 
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Average fishing pr. fishingday 
Average catch pr. year: 8 



6.2 Skógarhvammshylur / Wood Pool 
 

Wood Pool is long and wide and salmon can be found throughout this often generous 
spot. It helps here if the sky is cloudy and there is a ripple on the water. You fish from the 
spit on the south shore and cast right over to the opposite bank. Just out from the north 
bank is a ledge that drops into a deep channel that runs all the way down the pool. The 
channel usually holds a lot of fish, often with a few big ones hiding among them. Anglers 
should fish the pool thoroughly even if there's no sign of life on the surface. It‘s best to fish 
the upper part from the north bank and the lower part from the south side. 

Wood Pool is renowned for big 
salmon. In 2011 one of 101cm 
was caught there, and two that 

measured 102cm. 
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Average fishing pr. fishingday 

Average catch pr. year: 18 



6.8 Beinagilsstrengur / Bone Marrow 
 

Bone Marrow is a both expansive and very productive pool, where salmon lie in a boulder 
pot in the middle of the river. The pool can be fished from both banks. When fishing from 
the north bank it's best to keep close to the grass bank and cast into the ripples where the 
water flows into the stream. From there the fly passes over the fish that often respond with 
with gusto. When fishing the pool from the south bank wade into the shallows above the 
head of the pool and cast down into the neck. Anglers should take care not to go to near 
the deep water where the salmon lie, for then the fun is over.  
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Average fishing pr. fishingday 
Average catch pr. year: 24 



7.3 Krókhylur efri / Cambusmore I 

Cambusmore I is one of the best pools within the boundaries of the Hof farm. A long 
stream flows beneath a high bank on the south shore, and on the north bank you fish from 
a gravel spit. A big rugged cliff is prominent in the upper part of the pool and salmon 
always lie beneath it. There you can apply various tactics by casting big tubes on a sinking 
line or using micro-tubes on a floating line. The best taking places are up in the throat and 
around the middle; but fish can be found throughout the pool so make sure to fish it all.  
Casting at a more downstream angle rather than square seems to give the best results. 
The pool is very long and it can take a while to fish, giving ample opportunity to try various 
flies and methods.  
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Average fishing pr. fishingday 
Average catch pr. year: 35 



7.8 Öskumelshylur / Odin’s Bank 
 

Odin‘s Bank is one of the historic pools on the Hofsá that always gives a few salmon. You 
fish from the south bank and cast in the direction of a high mud bank. In earlier times fish 
were often caught in the uppermost part of Odin‘s Bank where the river makes a right 
angle turn and hits the mud bank. In recent years the main fishing spot has been at the 
eastern end of the mud bank where there's a patch of turf down by the water. On the bed 
there are some clay boulders and channels where the salmon lie. Anglers should take 
care when wading out onto the boulders as they can be very slippery.  

According to those familiar with 
the river Odin‘s Bank always 
holds fish of more than 20lb. 

The biggest fish of 2012 came 
from this pool,  a 101cm cock 
fish caught in mid-September.  ©
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Average fishing pr. fishingday 

Average catch pr. year: 50 

















Mynd sem sýnir 
veiðistaðinn yfirleitt 
tekin ofan frá. 
Rauðar örvar og línur 
sýna kaststefnuna og 
svartar göngulínur. 

Fengsælustu flugur sem gefið 
hafa lax í hylnum eða annað 
markvert 

Númer og nafn á veiðistað 
Stutt lýsing á 
staðháttum á 
veiðistað og 
hugleiðingar um það 
hvernig veiðimenn 
geti borið sig að við 
veiðina. 

Línurit sem sýnir veiði úr 
veiðistaðnum undanfarin ár. 
Tímabilinu er skipt upp í sex 
hálfs mánaðar tímabil. 

Teikning sem sýnir helstu 
staðhætti á veiðistaðnum. 
Rennsli árinnar er ofan frá 
og niður. 

Bakkar sem standa uppúr 

Bakkar eða kantar sem eru í kafi 
Dýpstu hlutar veiðistaðar 

Steinar í kafi 

Steinar sem standa upp úr 

Kaststefna 

Göngustefna veiðimanns 

Legustaðir fiska 
Grasbakkar 

Fryss 

Skýringar: 
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